The unconventional magnetoresistance of ZrSiS single crystals is found unsaturated till the magnetic field of 53 T with the butterfly shaped angular dependence. [7, 8, [14] [15] [16] [17]. The large Berry curvature exists in the bands of TaAs and NbP, which casts a large room-temperature MR ratio of up to 100,000 [17, 18] . It can also be related to the unexpectedly high room-temperature mobility of these materials. The opposite Weyl charges can be found in the Weyl/Dirac semimetals, which can simulate the chiral anomaly of quasiparticle transport proposed in high energy physics. It leads to the intense negative MR when the field is aligned along the direction of the current, which vanishes totally when the field is tilted by a very small angle [18] [19] [20] [21] . Perfectly compensated electron/hole pockets have been found on the Fermi level of WTe2, leading to the classic MR resonance and an unsaturated MR till the large field of 53 T
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Abstract
The unconventional magnetoresistance of ZrSiS single crystals is found unsaturated till the magnetic field of 53 T with the butterfly shaped angular dependence. Recently, mining the topological anomaly in the electronic structures and the transport signature has been a central topic in the community of quantum materials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Some new concepts are emerging including topological insulators, topological Dirac semimetals, and Weyl semimetals, all of which have demonstrated novel transport properties with the potential device applications [1, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Most of topological insulators and Weyl/Dirac semimetals are featured with a linear/quasi-linear dispersion in their band structures, which drives modulated electronic accumulation in the lowest Landau level and paves the dominance of linear magnetoresistance (MR) in high magnetic fields [7, 8, [14] [15] [16] [17] . The large Berry curvature exists in the bands of TaAs and NbP, which casts a large room-temperature MR ratio of up to 100,000 [17, 18] . It can also be related to the unexpectedly high room-temperature mobility of these materials. The opposite Weyl charges can be found in the Weyl/Dirac semimetals, which can simulate the chiral anomaly of quasiparticle transport proposed in high energy physics. It leads to the intense negative MR when the field is aligned along the direction of the current, which vanishes totally when the field is tilted by a very small angle [18] [19] [20] [21] . Perfectly compensated electron/hole pockets have been found on the Fermi level of WTe2, leading to the classic MR resonance and an unsaturated MR till the large field of 53 T [2] . In WTe2, the intriguing linear MR appears when the field is aligned both in the perpendicular and parallel directions [22] [23] [24] . When the large MR is suppressed by a pressure, superconductivity arises due to the possible Fermi level nesting [25, 26] . The similar physics generating a large quadratic MR of up to over 10,000 times has been observed at 9 T in TaAs [27] . Recently, the type-II Weyl semimetal has been studied 4 [28] and confirmed by visiting the empty states using the laser pumping [29] .
Intense interest paves the way to further investigate the aforementioned topic.
ZrSiS, with the iron-pnictide superconductor LiFeAs structure, has been predicted to be a two-dimensional (2D) oxide topological insulator [30] and host several bulk Dirac cones [31] . In this work, combining the studies of high field magnetotransport till 53 T, angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we provide the unambiguous evidence of the ZrSiS as a new type of quantum material with the Dirac cones from both the bulk and surface electronic states. The unconventional MR keeps unsaturated till the intense field of 53 T and depicts the interesting butterfly shaped angular dependence.
The single crystals were grown by a chemical vapor transport approach, as described elsewhere [31] . More details are shown in the Supplemental Material [32] .
To study the magnetotransport properties, hall-bar and four-terminal devices were Fig. 1(a) , where the resistance increases with the increasing magnetic field. At the temperature of 2 K and the magnetic field of 9 T, the MR ratio reaches nearly 10 000% ( Fig. 1(a) ). The
Hall resistance is measured in a 6-electrode configuration, illustrating a linear trend at high temperatures and a bending feature at temperatures lower than 50 K. This indicates a dominant transport electronic state at high temperatures and more electronic states participating in the transport at lower temperatures. Using a pulsed high field, the MR is found to keep increasing with the magnetic field and shows no saturation when an intense field of 53 T is applied. The MR ratio increases when the temperature decreases and can reach 170 000% at 53 T at 2 K [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The MR unsaturation is shown more explicitly in the log-log frame, as shown in Fig The mobility can be much larger since the recent consideration believes the relaxation time can be at least twice of the present values for Dirac materials [7, 15] . We note that one SdH mode approaches the quantum limit under high fields, which poses substantial difficulties to the SdH analysis of the pulsed field data. We therefore use the data between 0-9 T and obtains the transport electronic states. Some other parameters are summarized in Supplemental Material [32] .
The Landau levels are formed by the quantization of the rotating electrons, which collect the geometric phase and lead to a shift of SdH as indicated by the formula [34] and high fields (over 20 T), which can be interpreted based on the field-induced gap of spin degeneracy and its competition with the temperature smearing. This is the result of the strong interaction between the electronic state and the magnetic field.
ARPES is a powerful tool to investigate the electronic states of solids. The band structure of ZrSiS obtained from ARPES is shown in Fig. 3 . The Fermi surface consists of an elliptical electron pocket around the BZ boundary X and lenses-like hole pockets along M direction, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Interestingly, the electronic state at the X 8 point is absent from bulk calculations. To investigate the nature of this pocket, we conduct the photon energy dependent experiment on both the cut along the X direction and the XM direction in Figs. 3(b) and (c), respectively. The photon energies vary from 30 to 70 eV, and covers more than one BZ along the kz direction, which is sufficient to illustrate the periodicity along kz. As can be seen in Figs. 3(b) and (c), the band dispersions remain unchanged with different photon energies, which is better illustrated with their corresponding photon energy-k// intensity map shown in Figs. 3(d) and (e).This observation consolidates the 2D nature of the electronic state around X.
The DFT calculations are carried out using the WIEN2K code [36] . In the electronic structures of the bulk solid [ Fig. 4(b) ], Dirac cones can be found near the The APRES study indicates the onset of 2D surface states, which could be originated from the quasi-free-standing monolayer on the surface of ZrSiS crystal, as 9 proved by our DFT calculations. This is reasonable since the surface state can be better probed by the ARPES, where its electronic transmission depth is well within several nanometers although its transport is often too weak to be resolved in the bulk-metallic ZrSiS crystal. Furthermore, the lattice spacing between the top layer and adjacent layer is long believed to expand in the surface studies [37] , which may lead to the quasi-freestanding monolayer on the ZrSiS surface. This is confirmed by our calculations. The typical ARPES pattern consists of a diamond shaped feature and an elliptical pocket around the X point ( Fig. 3(a) ). When we compare the calculated Fermi surface of the monolayer and the bulk solid, we find no closed feature near the X point on the Fermi surface of the bulk solid, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 4(c) , while it is marked in the monolayer [the bottom panel of Fig. 4(c) ]. Furthermore, the band dispersion of this electronic state is also reproduced by the calculation [X in Fig. 4 (e)] [31, 38] . We further study the electronic structure of the monolayer [ Fig. 4(e) ], where a C  symmetryprotected Dirac cone is seen between M and points. The calculation also supports the topological-nontrivial nature of the monolayer [30] . Such topological-nontrivial and Dirac-type bands exist on the surface of ZrSiS crystal, supporting its potential application as 2D weak topological insulators [30, 31, 38] .
In conclusion, ZrSiS hosts the Dirac cones from both the bulk and surface states.
The surface Dirac state is a 2D electronic state contributed by the top atomic layers. Note added. -During the preparation of this manuscript, we became aware of the preprints with the data of large MR in ZrSiS [39, 40] . The butterfly MR is seen in arXiv:1603.09318 [40] , which also remarks the 2D nature of ZrSiS. (e) The photon energy-k// intensity map along cut #2 direction.
